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Disclaimer : Our sites use cookies to improve and personalize your experience and to display ads. All content on is intended only for informational or educational purposes and does not contain any legal advice. We are not liable for any errors, loss or damage caused by the use of this content. X Our sites use cookies to
improve and personalize your experience and to display ads. Read the privacy policy for more information. Accept $5.00 Excl. VATCountry package 188 files / one country Vector: AI, EPS &amp; PDF High res. images 11 different shapes The Swiss flag is a square with a cross in the middle. The colors used in the flag
are red, white. The share of the Swiss flag is 1:1. The flag of Switzerland was adopted in 1889. The first use of the current flag design was in 1470. The last change to the current Swiss flag design was in 1841. Official languages: German, French, Italian, Romansh Government: Federal multi-party director public with
thorough elements of direct democracy Border length: 1 852 km / 1 151 miles Austria: 164 km 102 miles Liechtenstein: 41 km 25 miles Germany: 334 km 208 miles The Swiss flag is the flag of the country called Switzerland. Switzerland lies in continental Europe. Switzerland has 5 neighbouring countries. The total
length of switzerland's land borders is 1 151 mi/ 1 852 km. The border neighbours of Switzerland and border lengths are: Austria: 164 km, France: 573 km, Italy: 740 km, Liechtenstein: 41 km, Germany: 334 km. 8 236 303 people live in Switzerland, a country that stretches over 15 940 square mi/ 41 284 km² (3.1%
water). The population density in Switzerland is of 517 per square mi/ 200 people per km². The official language of Switzerland is German, French, Italian, Roma. The capital of Switzerland is Bern. Switzerland is a federal multiparty republic with thorough elements of direct democracy. The currency in Switzerland is the
Swiss franc Fr (CHF). UTC (standard time) in Switzerland is UTC+01:00 and UTC+02:00 in the summer. Switzerland has the unique two-letter country code, CH (also Internet top-level domain), the three-letter country code is CHE, and the three-digit country code is 756. The call code for Switzerland is +41. Switzerland
flag printable flags Switzerland toothpick flags makingfriends flag of Switzerland map national rainbow flag Switzerland icons png Switzerland flag Flag of Switzerland Brush Painted Vector ImageSwitzerland S Flag GraphicmapsThe flag of Switzerland Meaning Colors and Symbols Worldatlas9 Cool Facts About
Switzerland's National FlagSwitzerland Flag Image Country FlagsSWitzerland Flag Printable FlagsSwiss Flag Transition Waving in Stock Fooe 100 Royalty 1021214731 ShutterstockFlag of Switzerland Png PngwingFlag of Switzerland Facts For KidsMap and Flag of Switzerland Royalty Vector ImageFlag of Switzerland
Map National Logo Logo PngeggSwitzerland Flag Png Icon FaviconSwitzerland National Flag Diffe And Stock Fooe 100 Royalty 15112036 ShutterstockSwitzerland Flag Images Vectors Stock Photos PsdSwiss Flag Png Clipart Images PngguruFlag Of Switzerland In The Form A Ball Vector ImageHigh Quality Stock
Photos Of Switzerland FlagCovid P NGG 19 India Flag Displayed On Matterhorn Mountain Switzerland In Solidarity Pictures Go Viral Gulf NewsMatterhorn mountain in Switzerland lights up with Indian flag show of solidarity against coronavirus the crossed france and switzerland flags official vector image swiss flag flag
of switzerland brush painted vector image switzerland the national swiss Benjamin Elisha Sawe on October 3 2017 in World Facts The official flag of Switzerland. Photo credit: OShuma/Shutterstock.com. The national flag of Switzerland is a red square flag with a white cross in the center. It is one of the most important
national symbols of the country. The national flag is one of the most recognizable flags in the world as it closely resembles the official flag of the International Committee of the Red Cross. While the Swiss Constitution of 1848 does not provide for the establishment of an official flag, Switzerland officially adopted the flag
as the official flag of the nation in 1889 as a directive of the Federal Council. Description Of the national flag of Switzerland The national flag of Switzerland is one of the two official flags of sovereign states in the world that have a square design. However, the civil ensign of the flag, which is used by Swiss nongovernmental organisations and ships, has a rectangular design with the length of the width 2:3. The national flag is a red square (ratios of 1:1) that has a white cross in the center. The four arms of the cross are of equal length and do not extend to the edges of the flag. The shades of two colors on the flag (white and
red) are not explicitly defined in Swiss law, and therefore for many years, institutions would use different shades of colors. However, a guide from the Federal Chancellery published in 2007 provided that the white must have a hexadecimal value of #FF0000, while red should have a hexadecimal value of #F00000.
History of the Swiss national flag One must dive into the history of the Swiss flag to know the meaning behind the colors and symbols found in the national flag. The history of the Swiss national flag goes back to the Middle Ages. Historians believe that the white cross on the flag originated during the Battle of Laupen of
1339 when troops of the Old Swiss Confederation, an early confederation made up of small states that were a forerunner of modern Switzerland. The white flag was used because it was the flag of Habsburg and contrasts that of Burgundy and Maximillian I. The white flag was later adopted as the official identification of
the Old Swiss Confederation and displayed during the Battle of Arbedo of 1422 and the Battle of Nancy of 1477. However, even before the Battle of Laupen, the Schwyz region of the Old Swiss Confederation already had its official flag which was a solid red flag after the region was awarded directness in 1240. Schwyz
supported the conquest of King Rudolf of Habsburg against Burgundy, and in return king Schwyz granted permission to represent the cross on his flag, the first time in Swiss history. Meaning of the symbols and colors of the national flag of Switzerland The Swiss constitution does not mean the colors and symbols of the
national flag of Switzerland, but there are several theories in the country that testify to the meaning of these colors and symbols. A common explanation is that the Swiss Cross is used as a representation of Switzerland's characteristic neutrality during global conflicts and wars (the country has not participated in
international wars for centuries). A historical statement has it that the white cross was a representation of a Patenmedallie cast offered to Princess Claude of France in 1547 by Hans Jakob Stampfer as a baptismal gift. Home World Facts The flag of Switzerland: Meaning of colors and symbols symbols symbols
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